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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MENTAL HEALTH PARTNERS SELECTS SMARTCARE AS THEIR ALL INCLUSIVE
ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD SOFTWARE SOLUTION
Kalamazoo, MI – [April 6, 2016] Mental Health Partners is pleased to announce that it has
concluded an agreement with Streamline Healthcare Solutions of Kalamazoo, Michigan to
implement their advanced EHR solution, SmartCare. Mental Health Partners provides multiple
programs such as school-based programs, substance abuse treatment, rape crisis counseling,
and advocacy and education. And, they have multiple locations throughout Colorado in Boulder,
Broomfield, Longmont, and Lafayette.
Fred Michel, MD, Chief Medical Officer, Mental Health Partners comments, “Streamline was the
clear choice for our next EHR because of their team’s performance and responsive delivery
from written proposal through extensive on-site demos to contract negotiations, and now,
implementation.” He continued on by saying, “We are confident this partnership will continue to
enhance our capacity to provide expert care to our patients.”
"We are excited for our new partnership with Mental Health Partners. The partnership with MHP
extends our presence and collaboration with three industry leaders in Colorado. Our goal is to
provide organizations such as MHP, a truly flexible comprehensive application that will grow
with them.” says David Ryland, Co-CEO of Streamline Healthcare Solutions.
About Streamline: Streamline Healthcare Solutions (Streamline) delivers web-based software
for healthcare organizations to provide and coordinate specialized behavioral service delivery
processes. Streamline’s SmartCare™ solution was developed to truly integrate all departments;
moving them to a more holistic service model. Streamline’s software solutions are well suited for
organizations who wish to have a system that can incorporate its entire business processes into
a single solution, with the ability to continue to grow as business-lines needs evolve.
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